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Industry 4.0 is leading the Fourth Industrial Revolution transforming traditional factories into smart factories governed by the
Internet of Things (IoT). In order to assist smart factory employees, this paper introduces OperaBLE, a Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE) wearable proposal which is aimed at enhancing working conditions and eﬃciency in Industry 4.0 scenarios. We have
developed two innovative algorithms for OperaBLE focused on power awareness as the key-enabling attribute towards success:
Low-Frequency Movement Characterisation Algorithm (LoMoCA) and Adaptive Heart Rate Algorithm (AHRA). Novel
experiments have been carried out using OperaBLE to determine its operability, reliability, and lifespan. Results obtained during
experimentation demonstrate how OperaBLE empowers human-machine collaboration embedding workers in closed-loop
performance and ensuring nonharmful working conditions by means of power-aware algorithms. OperaBLE is due to bring
digitalisation into smart factories, playing an essential role in the emerging wearable revolution to arise in the following years
towards smart production systems.

1. Introduction
The Fourth Industrial Revolution has arisen to transform the
current industry model and to introduce digitalisation into
traditional factories improving production rates and promoting collaboration. This emerging revolution is the widely
known Industry 4.0 [1]. The 4.0 attribute focuses on the
Internet of Things (IoT) [2] applied to industrial systems in
order to interconnect objects, machines, and humans in
smart factories. Collaborative tasks are encouraged by means
of increasing production rates and minimising costs. This is
achieved by introducing cyberphysical systems (CPS) [3],
perceived as the embeddedness of sensors to collect data
and perform cognitive algorithms through the Internet.
Sustainability is one of the greatest concerns for this emergent paradigm. In a few years, factories will be immersed into
IoT ecosystems composed of heterogeneous networks, which
is the reason why power-aware alternatives are mandatory to

avoid an additional energy waste. Not only environmental
but also social sustainability is encouraged to face the greatest
challenges of Industry 4.0. New CPS are due to be transformed
into human-centric architectures focused on employees which
ensure security, wellness, and comfort towards optimal working conditions and production rates.
The recent proliferation of the wearable market is a key
indicator of global success based on the embeddedness of
sensors and actuators to enable the development of smarter
devices. On one hand, technologies such as Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE) have taken the lead in terms of IoT standardization due to the necessity of greener and more ﬂexible alternatives. Particularly, BLE is leading an emergent industrial
transformation due to the recent adoption of BLE-mesh
topology, where broadcast capability will play an important
role. On the other hand, accelerometers are setting the beginning of a new IoT revolution enabling gesture-based systems
to enable a better interaction between humans and machines.
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These devices generate huge amounts of data which are due
to be processed and ﬁltered to extract speciﬁc information,
which is a global challenge widely known as big data.
OperaBLE is introduced in this paper in order to face the
major challenges of Industry 4.0. This BLE-based prototype
of work band is intended to bring digitalisation into smart
factories and to enhance working conditions by immersing
employees into CPS, taking into account human care services
for workers.
It consists of a modular wearable that improves security
in industrial environments, being able to predict harmful situations or even working accidents. This low-power wearable
will impact positively on the industrial paradigm due to its
wide range of novel applications for the Industrial Internet
of Things (IIoT). Being focused on movement characterisation techniques and heart rate measurements, OperaBLE
uses learning skills to track operators in order to improve
the industry value chain from a power-aware perspective.
The novelty of this paper lies on the introduction of adaptive algorithms speciﬁcally developed for OperaBLE, which
play an essential role in its applicability to the incoming
industrial paradigm. In addition, the experiments carried
out during this investigation permitted a technical evaluation
of OperaBLE according to user performance, success rates,
and energy consumption with promising results. The rest of
this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 highlights related
works. Section 3 describes OperaBLE, focusing on hardware
in Section 3.1 and detailing the algorithms developed in Sections 3.2 (LoMoCA) and 3.3 (AHRA). Section 4 introduces
the experiments carried out and discusses the results. Eventually, Section 5 oﬀers the remarkable conclusions of this
research and proposes future works.

2. Related Works
Accelerometer-based wearables are specially used to keep a
track of information about personal activities and their
energy consumption. The number of commercial wearables
(usually wristbands identiﬁed as smart bands) has increased
in last years. Regarding academic and research works, they
can be classiﬁed in diﬀerent topics: medical and rehabilitation, movement recognition, older adults, sports, positioning,
and work.
Concerning medical aspects, a complete system to
avoid the hospital acquired infection is proposed in [4],
using sensors and wristbands equipped with accelerometers. In a similar way, other smart bands are proposed
for muscular movement recognition and physiological signals [5], for Parkinson’s disease detection [6] and for helping patients with obstructive sleep apnea [7]. Additionally,
accelerometer-based devices are widely used for rehabilitation applications [8].
Gesture and movement recognition is a wide research
ﬁeld concerning devices based on accelerometers. This recognition can be performed by wearables [9] or even by
smartphones [10]. It uses accelerometers to assist older
adults; in [11], authors present an accelerometer for movement monitoring; in [12], a method based on accelerometers
for identiﬁcation of declining balance is proposed; ﬁnally,
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Table 1: Principal attributes of OperaBLE.
Attributes

Description

Zero fails

Highly reliable algorithms

Sustainability

Power-aware adaptive algorithms

Cooperation

Tap-based human-machine interaction

Standardization

BLE connectivity

Human in the loop

Feedback on worker performance

Health

Human well-being measurements

Intelligence

Movement characterisation

Nearable

Indoor proximity detection

Collaboration

Plug-and-play solution for BLE mesh

Productivity

Supervision for enhancing productivity

accelerometers are used to detect some predeﬁned movements (stand-to-sit and sit-to-stand) in young and old
adults [13]. Furthermore, in [14], the authors design and
implement an embedded system to estimate the pedestrian
walking position.
Finally, regarding the use of accelerometers at workplaces, most of articles are focused on the construction sector
to enhance security at work. In [15], commercial accelerometers are used to measure the trunk ﬂexion and lateral bending angle in laboratory conditions; this experiment is
repeated in a real construction environment in [16]. Both
studies are focused on the analysis of the data collected using
commercial accelerometers. In [17], an approach based on
supervised motion tensor decomposing for construction
workers is presented. In [18], authors use the integrated sensor of mobile phones for activity recognition of construction
workers. However, other studies are focused on diﬀerent
workers; for example, in [19], authors explore the utility of
accelerometers for determining sitting time in oﬃce workers.
Despite the fact that the use of accelerometers has been evaluated for diﬀerent professionals, it has not been taken into
account for industrial environments to the date, where it
could highly contribute to the new Industry 4.0.

3. OperaBLE: The Proposed Wearable
This investigation introduces a wearable intended to satisfy
IoT requirements in smart factories. The main attributes
of the wearable prototype, OperaBLE, are listed in Table 1.
It is an autonomous device able to learn behavioural patterns from individuals and, thus, enhance their working
conditions. Although a speciﬁc hardware is proposed in
this work to implement an evaluable wearable, the major
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(a) Exterior design: OperaBLE with pulse sensor

(b) Interior design: OperaBLE with accelerometer

Figure 1: OperaBLE, prototype used for experimentation.

contributions of OperaBLE lie in its functionality and,
thus, in the proposed algorithms.
For the development of OperaBLE, diﬀerent hierarchies
have been established, being the ﬁrst one its reliability for
Industry 4.0 applications and the second its sustainable
operation. Thus, a right functionality is prioritized over
energy eﬃciency in case of conﬂict. The key challenge
behind OperaBLE is to enable the implementation of its
functionality with a high degree of reliability in any lightweight IoT device. This promises to save as much energy
as possible due to the reduced microcontroller operating frequency that characterises most tiny IoT devices, which is
complimented with the appropriate management of sensors
and communication modules.
A technical description of the hardware used to implement the functionality of OperaBLE is provided in Section
3.1. The development of a low-frequency movement characterisation algorithm called LoMoCA, a remarkable contribution of this paper, is addressed in Section 3.2. Moreover, a
sustainable algorithm able to adapt the heart rate sampling
frequency to each worker, AHRA, is introduced in Section
3.3. Again, the major achievements of this paper are based
on the power-aware approach used to develop the mentioned
algorithms, which enable the functionality proposed to be
run by in lightweight IoT devices typically operating with
reduced microcontroller frequencies.
3.1. Hardware Components. This section describes the
hardware used to develop the OperaBLE prototype. The
core system is the controller board which has an integrated
BLE radio module used to transmit data. The device used is
LightBlue Bean [20], a low-frequency board that includes
I2C and SPI interfaces combined with multiple I/O pins.
Regarding integrated sensors, it integrates a temperature sensor and a three-axis accelerometer. Finally, a low-frequency
microcontroller, working at 8 MHz, is responsible for managing all parts.
Despite having a three-axis accelerometer integrated in
the microcontroller platform, we have assembled an inertial
measurement unit (IMU). We included this new board
because it has ten degrees of freedom: three-axis accelerometer, three-axis gyroscopes, three-axis magnetometer, and a
pressure sensor. Although in this paper we use only the accelerometer and the gyroscope, it enables the use of extra

sensors that can be used for further investigation. In addition,
a pulse sensor has been included in our prototype to measure
the heart rate of operators and to identify harmful situations
for them. Eventually, as envelope for the prototype, we have
designed a housing using 3D-printing techniques, modelled
with the shape shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b).
One of the main attributes of OperaBLE prototype is
its modularity, which is the reason why functionalities to
be developed should be tested under diﬀerent conditions.
Our case studio was carried out using two diﬀerent OperaBLE designs (see Figure 1) for testing individually the two
algorithms developed. Considering these characteristics,
OperaBLE is a combination of low-frequency and low-cost
prototyping board for developing algorithms based on adaptability, low power operation, and sampling frequency.
3.2. Movement Characterisation. This section describes in
detail the algorithmic development that permits OperaBLEcharacterised movements. In the ﬁrst place, it is necessary
to underline that movement recognition based on accelerometers is not a trivial task, since they provide raw acceleration data that has to be properly ﬁltered and interpreted.
For instance, a high diﬃculty is noticed while separating
accurately the body movements and gestures from gravity,
for which data sensed by accelerometers is expected to be
processed by demanding algorithms that require exhaustive
processing and analytics.
As mentioned previously, one of the key achievements of
this investigation is a system development for movement recognition using a sampling frequency around 10 Hz, which is
up to ten times lower than the one used in novel studies. This
fact provides great advantages towards a more eﬃcient battery usage, being highlighted in the following lines the most
remarkable contributions:
(1) The movement characterisation algorithm can be
implemented in a wide range of devices, including
those governed by low-frequency microcontrollers which are less energy-demanding than highfrequency computational platforms [21]. Thus, the
minimisation of resources required by this algorithm to process raw acceleration data and identify
speciﬁc body movements enables its implementation
in lightweight and cost-eﬀective devices, contributing
towards a more sustainable use of resources.
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(2) The algorithm itself, apart from being able to
achieve a successful characterisation with a low
number of samples per movement, requires as a
result a low measurement duty cycle. Downsampling
is not an essential energy-saving source of OperaBLE but contributes to the minimisation of energy
consumed by accelerometers through the reduction
of data acquired.
(3) The use of BLE technology to perform communication enables the optimisation of energy consumed
by the communication module as well. A fundamental idea behind the movement characterisation algorithm is that, while data being acquired is not of
interest for OperaBLE (which preprocesses raw acceleration data), no information is transmitted to the
processing stage. What BLE enables is the possibility
to perform sleeping periods between data transmissions with negligible consumption and, as a result of
this preprocessing proposed, the amount of data being
encapsulated and sent via BLE is greatly reduced.

Although the reduction of either sensor duty cycle or
BLE transmissions enhances the energy eﬃciency of the
device, again, the most remarkable contribution to battery
saving is provided by the reduced microcontroller frequency
demanded by the algorithm. To satisfy the reliability challenge with this low-frequency restriction, we propose to
increase the number of diﬀerent data sources to be analysed.
Considering that accelerometers provide data in each space
direction, the addition of gyroscopes provides a total of 6
degrees of freedom (DOF). Therefore, we obtain more data
to enhance the reliability of the system while low power
consumption can be noticed thanks to a low-frequency
microcontroller operation required by devices where this
algorithm is expected to be implemented.
3.2.1. LoMoCA: Low-Frequency Movement Characterisation
Algorithm. This section expands the procedures performed
by our algorithm, LoMoCA (see the ﬂow diagram shown in
Figure 2 including representative stages). The algorithm of
OperaBLE is divided into two parts, diﬀerentiated as implementation in a wearable device (preprocessing) and in a nonwearable device (processing).
Regarding the wearable device, we have developed an
optimised code to save battery that maintains the device in
sleep mode while no signiﬁcant movement is noticed as can
be seen in Figure 2(1). By the time OperaBLE identiﬁes the
beginning of a new movement, the subroutine acquires data
from the accelerometer and gyroscope integrated in the
IMU and stores them in the device until the end of the movement. This movement start event is triggered by a threshold,
comparing constantly the current and the previous sample to
verify if a diﬀerence greater than 1 m/s2 (acceleration) or
1 rad/s (angular velocity) takes place. To determine the end
of each movement, the device enters on standby mode while
waiting for a signiﬁcant acceleration or angular velocity during a second. If no movement is perceived during this second,
the data collection procedure is considered to be ﬁnished.

As stated previously, the acquisition of movement data
continues until the previous condition stops being satisﬁed.
Then, the device has two data sources which are checked:
accelerometer data (3 DOF) or accelerometer and gyroscope
data (6 DOF). The use of 6 DOF considers both angular
velocity and acceleration data, which are encoded and sent
to the nonwearable device when relevant, see Figure 2(2).
The processing in nonwearable device begins with the
data reception event. By the time the analysis stage in
Figure 2(3) starts, OperaBLE checks the mode of operation
selected in advance. After that, data are decoded properly to
proceed to the movement recognition stage. LoMoCA uses
a method to recognise movements based on patterns.
Thanks to its ﬂexibility, it allows the introduction of new
patterns depending on the kind of industry or task that
the operator performs. In the ﬁrst stage, the program
checks all patterns stored in a nonwearable device to take
into account all of them and compare them with the movement. If the user needed to store a new movement, OperaBLE would be prepared to store it without requiring a reset
since the movement recognition procedure also considers
patterns recently stored.
At this point, the next analysis procedure is conducted
once for each axis and, thus, for each pattern. The most
crucial stage is the so-called normalisation of movements
(identiﬁed in Figure 2(4)). For this, it is necessary to refer
the dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm, since LoMoCA
is based on it to evaluate similarity between each pattern and
the movement executed. This recursive algorithm was introduced in [22] with the aim of improving existing speech recognition procedures. It is widely used nowadays and is based
on the principle of comparing two time series instead of
comparing two data sets according to their Euclidean distance (sample by sample). DTW calculates the so-called
distance matrix [23], which considers either the comparison of a pair of samples belonging to a time series as well
as the adjacent values in order to reach the smallest path
and, consequently, the most eﬀective alignment of two time
series. The library used during the experiments for applying
the DTW algorithm can be accessed in [24]. However, since
we noticed that the accuracy of DTW was not enough to
achieve a proper movement characterisation with lowfrequency sampling, we developed a proprietary algorithm
based on DTW, where several issues noticed during the
investigation were solved.
In order to carry out the normalisation procedure, axes of
patterns are classiﬁed in advance. This classiﬁcation determines which axes are relevant or not in the movement, and
then, normalisation plays an important role since DTW is
not useful to compare sequences with diﬀerent amplitudes.
Regarding normalisation, for each axis, if the amplitude of
acceleration or angular velocity is higher than 4 m/s2 or
4 rad/s, respectively, this axis is normalised using the maximum absolute value in the entire sample. Once this procedure
is performed for every axis received, the algorithm compares
the concordance between pattern and the normalised movement. Firstly, if the normalisation of the pattern and the movement does not match, the algorithm determines that the
incoming movement does not coincide with that pattern. In
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Figure 2: Processing stages of LoMoCA.
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the case where pattern and movement are not normalised, the
algorithm considers that this axis is not relevant in the movement and discards it for the ﬁnal decision. Conversely, when
the same axes in the pattern and in the sample result to be normalised, the sample is assumed to be a clear candidate to
match with the pattern stored. When all axes are analysed in
terms of normalisation, the characterisation can continue to
the next stage, the dynamic limit determination.
In the next stage (in Figure 2(5)), the dynamic limit is
determined according to diﬀerent parameters such as the
length of movement and pattern. For this, an experimental
study was conducted to select a dynamic limit which represented similarity between patterns and samples. Equation
(1) shows the experimental setting of the parameters used
to check similarity, where the threshold is adjusted in each
situation depending on the number of samples per movement and pattern considered (N). As can be observed in
(1), the limit reaches a constant value for data sets composed
of more than 15 samples. Then, DTW is applied to normalised movements and obtain a value of similarity. If
all relevant axes in each movement-pattern pair are below
the dynamic limit established, a potential compatibility has
been found.
Limitdynamic = 38 · N + 30

1

Eventually, when all patterns have been checked (in
Figure 2(6)), a global similarity analysis is performed to select
(from all movement patterns) the closest match and the
movement is characterised. For this, the sum of all diﬀerential factors obtained (one per each axis analysed in an
entire pattern) is taken into account and it is compared
with the resulting sums of the other patterns. To ﬁnish
characterisation, LoMoCA selects the smallest sum as the
better pattern-movement match, since the diﬀerential factor
decreases when similarity increases.
This work provides experiments to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using accelerometers combined
with gyroscopes over using only accelerometers, since a
higher energy is typically demanded by gyroscopes. However, the major focus of this section lies in enabling the
implementation of the movement characterisation algorithm
in lightweight devices with low-frequency microcontrollers,
contributing to power-aware approaches.
LoMoCA is a complex algorithm because of the large
number of variables to be managed. However, since it is
implemented using several ﬁlters accurately adjusted, it does
not require high computational power. It is important to
highlight that LoMoCA is designed for characterising long
and short movements, being the last ones is a challenge for
most existing movement characterisation algorithms due to
the reduced number of samples. OperaBLE is transparent
to end users and, hence, ideal to overcome the existing technological gap between digitalised and nondigitalised users.
Following this idea, the system implemented is able to learn
new movements with no need to modify the software or
make changes in the characterisation algorithm, which is an
important attribute of OperaBLE.

3.3. Well-Being and Security of Workers. Human-centred
architectures are being promoted by means of focusing on
the social dimension of sustainability. Apart from the ability
for movement characterisation using our low-frequency
algorithm, OperaBLE is responsible for assuring nonharmful
working environments for factory workers, guaranteeing the
prevention of human damages.
OperaBLE has been developed to be embedded in body
area networks (BAN) composed of cognitive clothes. Since
the focus of this paper is the OperaBLE wearable, the complete BAN is framed by previous studies [25].
In terms of human well-being, OperaBLE measures heart
rate in order to monitor unexpected changes with respect to a
reference value established during calibration for each
worker. We introduce in this work a new algorithm which
optimizes the measurement procedure and, thus, saves
energy towards greener wearables. The main attribute of
AHRA is its capability to adapt the sampling frequency to
the state of each worker to detect unhealthy conditions which
could lead to accidents.
3.3.1. AHRA: Adaptive Heart Rate Algorithm. This section
introduces our adaptive heart rate measurement algorithm,
AHRA. Since several existing algorithms achieve highprecision measurements at the expense of low energy eﬃciency, we developed a proprietary algorithm which is able
to adapt sampling frequency by performing ﬂexible sleeping
periods which does not aﬀect the quality of measurements.
Initially, the algorithm has a one-minute calibration
stage for each subject that requires him or her to be quiet
and seated to establish a baseline beat-per-minute (bpm)
data. The calibration is only performed once per each
worker storing the reference value in EEPROM for daily
usage. The algorithm identiﬁes voltage peaks and reaches
an average peak-to-peak value of time during a 10-second
time measurement. Figure 3 shows a ﬂow diagram of AHRA
where low-level routines such as calibration or peak determination are omitted.
According to Figure 3, the reference heart rate value
obtained is subsequently used for several analyses and,
unless the device is hard reset, additional calibrations will
not be necessary. The default interval between measurements is initially set to 30 seconds. If the newest value differs from the reference one, AHRA will question whether
it has increased or decreased. In case of decrease, the previous interval is broadened by means of a linear equation
(factor B in (3)). Since increases in heart rate must be
carefully analysed, in those cases a proportional reduction
of time between measurements is established according to
a polynomial equation reached by experimentation (factor
A in (2)). Factor A was determined considering ﬁxed sampling intervals for speciﬁc bpm increases; for instance, a
49-second interval was deﬁned for bpm values equal to
the base value calibrated while a 2-second interval was
deﬁned for a 10 bpm diﬀerence. Considering a set of ﬁxed
intervals, the experimental equations (2) and (3) were
reached. Furthermore, warning and alert states are deﬁned
in AHRA (corresponding to 7% and 14% increases in the
reference bpm).
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Table 2: Movement patterns for experimentation.
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X
X
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Y
Y
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X
X
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Y

Y
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X
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1

Z
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Y

Figure 3: Adaptive heart rate algorithm (AHRA).

F A = −0 140 · bpm − bpmbase

2

Data request

X

F B = bpmbase − bpm + 50

1

X
3

Z

2

− 3 315 · bpm − bpmbase + 49,

Z

Y

Y

2

3
2

Notiﬁcation

X
X
Z

Z
1

3

4. Experimental Evaluation and Discussion
This section addresses a set of experiments carried out using
OperaBLE and evaluates the energetic contribution of each
algorithm. For carrying out the experiments in OperaBLE,
a computing board was used as an external processing
device to perform the nonwearable role in a LoMoCA
algorithm. The load current was measured to evaluate
consumption in diﬀerent conditions using a shunt resistor
and an operational ampliﬁer with the aim of reaching a
device lifespan comparison.
In this section, several experiments have been deﬁned
to evaluate each algorithm individually and reach their major
weaknesses. Section 4.1 is focused on LoMoCA, where ﬁve
diﬀerent movements were deﬁned to ﬁnd singularities
depending on the number of planes and rotational axes
used during characterisation. Section 4.2 explores the performance of AHRA, and for both algorithms, a brief experiment based on power consumption evaluates the suitability
of our proposal.
4.1. LoMoCA Experiments. This section deﬁnes ﬁve baseline
movements related to industry-based tasks, to check as many
variants as possible and evaluate the system. Table 2
shows a graph including relevant axes in each case and a
simpliﬁed trajectory representation. These movements have
been classiﬁed into two groups: the ﬁrst one includes the
so-called hammer, valve opening and assembly (movements
thought to represent common industrial tasks for testing

the algorithm with a progressive diﬃculty increase) and
the second includes data request and notiﬁcation (which
provide support to help operators in their daily work). All
movements were recorded as short movements to have a
low number of samples and, thus, hinder the characterisation
process. A detailed explanation is provided below:
(i) Hammer: uses mainly two axes and only one rotation axis, the 1-2-3 sequence is repeated three times.
(ii) Valve opening: this movement was performed
using the OperaBLE XY plane. It deals with an additional diﬃculty because of the centrifugal acceleration that produces a variation of Z axis hindering
the recognition procedure. The sequence 1-2-3 is
executed four times.
(iii) Assembly: consists of a connection task where 6 axes
are relevant (most complex movement), which is
useful to check LoMoCA accuracy to distinguish
among similar movements. The correct sequence is
1-2-3.
(iv) Data request: is a special movement recorded to
allow operators to request data from the machines
using a straightforward method, three taps on the
machine surface. It avoids the use of screens, buttons, or complex devices. The sequence 1-2-3 is
repeated three times.
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actions, and wrong assembly refers to the execution of actions
in a wrong sequence.
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(v) Notiﬁcation: enables operators to send an emergency
message to notify their superior about any issue with
no need to abandon the task at hand. It consists of
moving the hand in vertical position (1-2 sequence)
and shaking it two times (2-3-2 sequence repeated
twice).
Assembly movement represents a typical production
chain task, where diﬀerent actions must be realized in the
right order. The right sequence of actions is represented
in Table 2, and to provide a perspective of data to be analysed by LoMoCA, we represented the angular rate samples
of three movements overlapped (see Figure 4): assembly pattern, assembly movement, and wrong assembly movement. All
movements have a duration of 2-3 seconds to highlight the
low-frequency characterisation. Assembly pattern represents
the pattern stored in memory to be used in the algorithm; a

4.1.1. Number of Pattern Inﬂuence. LoMoCA introduces as
many patterns as required to improve movement characterisation. Since there are many possible manners to execute a
movement, the longer the movement is the lower similarity
that is appreciated. The baseline idea consists of adding several patterns of the same movement.
The ﬁrst experiment addresses the inﬂuence of the number of patterns stored in characterisation accuracy. Figure 5
shows a statistic with the success rate (using 3 or 6 DOF for
each case). The experiment was based on 10 random
sequences of the 5 movements recorded to obtain suﬃcient
samples. The results revealed that using only accelerometers lead to wrong hammer characterisations which were
identiﬁed as data request (see Figure 5). In that case, the
use of 3 DOF (only acceleration) is not enough to distinguish
between similar movements as hammer and data request.
Thus, we concluded that a small number of axes combined
with few sample movements increases similarity and consequently, makes LoMoCA select the shortest movement.
Thus, the problem of using only acceleration data undermined accuracy increasing false negatives.
This issue was solved by adding the gyroscope data
source (6 DOF using 3 linear and 3 rotational axes) to provide extra information, enabling LoMoCA to eradicate false
negative characterisations. However, the number of patterns
conditioned the success rate depending on the length of each
movement (i.e., short movements like hammer do not
require a large number of patterns to reach the 100% according to Figure 5). Therefore, the achievement of a high success
rate to satisfy industry requirements is only possible by the
use of gyroscope data in this case, being present the mentioned low-frequency restriction.
The addition of extra DOF by including gyroscopes is
helpful for improving characterisation of simple movements, at the expense of a higher energy consumption. As
stated in previous sections, the key priority of the system
is reliability in order to enable the use of OperaBLE in
Industry 4.0 scenarios. Thus, the extra power demand
required by the addition of gyroscopes is justiﬁed to achieve
a proper characterisation in the case of short movements.
However, depending on the ﬁnal application of OperaBLE,
the use of 3 or 6 DOF is an aspect to be carefully
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Table 3: Assembly successful recognition using 3 or 6 axes.
Sequence
1-2-3
(✓)
3-2-1
(✗)
2-3-1
(✗)
3-1-2
(✗)
2-1-3
(✗)
1-3-2
(✗)

3 axes

6 axes

Output

Success

Output

Success

✓
✓
✓
✗
✗
✗
✗
✗
✓
✓
✓
✗

✓
✓
✗
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✗
✗
✗
✓

✓
✓
✗
✗
✗
✗
✗
✗
✓
✗
✗
✗

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✗
✓
✓
✓

66.7%

91.7%

considered, according to the results of this experiment and
the energetic restrictions.
4.1.2. Assembly Stress Test. The methodology of this experiment consisted of executing twice assembly in all possible
wrong sequence combinations (3-2-1, 2-3-1, etc.), considering both 3 and 6 DOF to compare the inﬂuence of using
more DOF in our algorithm. Considering the 1-2-3 sequence
as correct (see Table 2), Table 3 provides the results of
our assembly stress test where remarkable conclusions have
been reached.
Using 3 DOF, the right movement (sequence 1-2-3) is
correctly characterised in both repetitions. Nevertheless, we
detected a false-positive issue since assembly was recognised
in 4 occasions erroneously. Consequently, the addition of 3
extra DOF improved signiﬁcantly the results, increasing the
success rate from 66.7% to 91.7%. This fact enables the use
of LoMoCA for more complex actions where the sequence
of the movement is critical for the proper functioning of
the process. This supports the idea that gyroscopes are essential, depending on the ﬁnal application, to improve the performance of OperaBLE. Thus, only in situations where the
addition of these 3 extra DOF is required to ensure reliability,
the consumption of the device will be increased by the addition of a gyroscope data source.
4.1.3. Power Awareness: LoMoCA. This section oﬀers an
analysis of OperaBLE regarding power consumption during
LoMoCA (varying number of DOF for diﬀerent movements).
The sampling frequency for consumption measurements was
10 Hz, and the source connected to OperaBLE was a
105 mAh battery. The experiment was performed during
the execution of our reference movements (see Table 2); the
numerical values were stored, and the consumption curve
was obtained.
The average current measured during the characterisation stage for hammer, valve opening, and assembly movements was practically constant, since the duration of each
movement had a greater impact on the consumption than

Current (mA)
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Figure 6: Average consumption per movement (hammer) in a
6-second interval using LoMoCA.

the number of iterations performed (determined by the kind
of movement executed). Thus, our aim remained on the
determination of the current consumed during the processing stage of a movement as well as the time interval required
for characterisation.
The consumption curve of OperaBLE during hammer
movement is shown in Figure 6, where the stages identiﬁed
are sleep, movement, and idle. In this representation, OperaBLE characterised correctly the movement by only using 3
DOF (acceleration data). Additionally, it was maintained in
a sleep state before and after characterisations (movement
stage) to improve the identiﬁcation of the diﬀerent consumption stages, leaving a 1-second idle stage to ensure that the
movement data gathering had ﬁnished. In the case of valve
opening and assembly movements, the time spent during
the movement reached approximately 3 seconds. Thus,
OperaBLE remained 2 seconds in a sleep mode in these cases,
where the sleeping time coincided with the movement time
for a duty cycle.
The time spent during the movement characterisation is
a relevant factor to consider. For the 6-second measurement
interval deﬁned in this experiment, OperaBLE consumes, at
most (assembly movement), a capacity of 0.011 mAh. This
means that our prototype will operate under such work ﬂow
for at least 15.70 hours while using 6 DOF (worst case). A
lifespan of 10.27 hours is obtained dividing the 105 mAh
capacity of our battery by the average consumption of
10.22 mA (movements being constantly characterised),
which is the overall worst-case scenario. Even though this
estimation is based on real measurements, the lifespan
reached is ideal. For a 30% lifespan attenuation, the device
would still operate for a complete working day with no
energy constraints.
Apart from the time spent by each movement characterisation, this work proposes a set of priorities and
decision-making procedure oriented to the number of
DOF to be considered to save as much energy as possible.
As stated in previous sections, the key priority for OperaBLE is reliability in order to fulﬁl the requirements of
Industry 4.0. However, sustainability is as well an essential aspect for the algorithms, for which two main sources
of energy consumption exist: the operating frequency of
the microcontroller of the device (on which this work
focuses) and the sensor modules attached to the device.
Since communication management does not conﬂict with
the previous, we highlight in the following lines the two

Heart rate (bpm)
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(1) The use of a high-frequency microcontroller, which
would not require in many situations the addition
of gyroscope data at the expense of a higher global
consumption of the device. According to the technical datasheet of the IMU used, the consumption of
the gyroscope is noticeably higher than the consumption of the accelerometer, which is the reason why
avoiding the use of these extra DOF could contribute
to greater energy savings in the sensor board. This
alternative was discarded to focus on the microcontroller as the energy saving source for OperaBLE,
which is the objective of this work and is expected
to provide greater energy savings.
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alternatives explored regarding the consumption sources
for OperaBLE:
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Figure 7: Statistical accuracy rate (%).
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Figure 8: Heart rate test and simultaneous consumption.

measurements provided by OperaBLE and the adaptability
of the prototype to diﬀerent workers and conditions.

As a result, since the experiments carried out highlight a
necessity of adding gyroscope data in short movements such
as hammer (to satisfy the reliability requirement), the algorithm was developed to be easily adaptable to the ﬁnal application. Thus, 3 DOF can be used in applications where
LoMoCA does not require gyroscope data to successfully
characterise movements (i.e., valve opening, data request, or
notiﬁcation) and 6 DOF will be used in situations where the
reliability of characterisation may be undermined by this
low-frequency requirement. On the whole, the sustainability
of the proposal is based on the low-frequency operation of
lightweight devices highly compatible with LoMoCA and
enhanced by the addition or removal of angular velocity measurements depending on the necessities.

4.2.1. Adaptive Heart Rate Algorithm Measurements. Three
diﬀerent workers were selected to carry out the ﬁrst experiment, which consisted of extracting a bpm measurement
while performing diﬀerent tasks. The measurements where
stored and compared to the ones calculated by characterising
the average peak-to-peak time with a digital oscilloscope.
During the experiment, the calibration routine deﬁned in
AHRA was used with three diﬀerent test workers, 10 times
for each subject. Eventually, they were asked to fulﬁl a form
indicating whether they had felt fatigued or relaxed. The percentage of statistical accuracy for each group of 10 measurements has been represented in Figure 7, where fatigued and
relaxed categories are highlighted for each operator.
The success accuracy rate (see Figure 7) shows the proximity between the measured and the real bpm value. The
results of the experiment have been classiﬁed into 6 groups
according to the state of each operator. The highest dispersion is noticed in operator 1 (relaxed), where the quartiles
range from 86% to 100% of accuracy rate. The statistical representation of the relaxed state of operator 2 clearly shows
that our algorithm has a good degree of repeatability (see
quartiles 2 and 3 in Figure 7).
AHRA is suitable for measuring the heart rate in
diﬀerent conditions and workers. The measured value
coincided with the expected in repeated occasions, and
the average accuracy rate of success reached during the
experiment was 96.16%. Since the main aim of OperaBLE
is to identify risky situations, the algorithm is accurate
and appropriate for detecting harmful changes to notify
nearby supervisors.

4.2. AHRA Experiments. This section focuses on AHRA, our
adaptive heart rate algorithm, to test the accuracy of

4.2.2. Power Awareness: AHRA. This section describes an
experiment based on a power-aware approach to quantify
the energy savings of adapting sampling frequency to the

(2) The implementation of the system with a lowfrequency limitation applied to the microcontroller,
at the expense of adding in certain situations 3 extra
DOF provided by the gyroscope to satisfy the reliability requirement. Although the sensor consumption
would be increased, the global consumption of the
microcontroller board can be considerably reduced,
which aﬀects the overall eﬃciency of the device.
Focusing on this idea, this work proposes the reduction of power consumption based on the implementation of LoMoCA with this low-frequency restriction.
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state of each worker. For this, a speciﬁc operator was subjected to diﬀerentiated emotional states triggered by external
agents. The resulting data is shown in Figure 8(a), where a
20-minute time interval has been represented to focus on
the most representative attribute of AHRA (adaptability).
The part of Figure 8(b) includes the consumption obtained
while measuring heart rate in OperaBLE to remark sustainability. It can be noticed how OperaBLE turns into sleep
mode after each measurement, adjusting the sleeping interval
(according to (1) and (2)).
Before starting to measure heart rate (08:54 A.M.), the
operator was asked to calibrate OperaBLE to deﬁne a reference bpm value. The measurements shown were obtained
from 08:55 A.M. to 09:15 A.M., time interval in which the test
worker was performing a predeﬁned task, and ten minutes
after starting to store measurements (around 09:05 A.M.),
an external agent provoked an unexpected situation. Consequently, the average bpm increased instantaneously and we
could verify how the algorithm applied factor A (1) to reduce
drastically the sleeping interval. Eventually, the subject
returned to normal bpm values and OperaBLE augmented
the sampling interval to save as much energy as possible
(09:10 A.M.).
According to this experiment, we conclude that
OperaBLE has an instantaneous current of 3 mA during
relaxed situations while the consumption could be increased
up to 7 mA when identifying fatigue or stress at work.
Thus, OperaBLE achieves the sustainability challenge and
ensures a minimum 15-hour lifespan (up to 35 hours in
nonharmful situations).

5. Conclusions and Future Work
This research is motivated by the most challenging goals
of the emerging industrial paradigm, the so-called Industry
4.0, where IoT technologies will play an essential role
towards smart factories. In order to enhance working
conditions and improve eﬃciency at work, this paper
introduces our factory-wearable prototype, OperaBLE. This
proposal is due to track operators in smart factories,
avoiding accidents at workplaces and identifying harmful
working conditions.
The major achievement of this work is the introduction
of two power-aware algorithms, AHRA and LoMoCA,
which have been speciﬁcally developed to operate in lowcost and low-power devices such as OperaBLE. These algorithms are based on ﬂexible approaches in order to face the
Industry 4.0 sustainability challenge. A set of experiments
were carried out to evaluate these algorithms separately
and verify the reliability and lifespan of the OperaBLE device
during a working day.
Regarding LoMoCA, we reached the conclusion that
the combination of accelerometers and gyroscopes (considering one pattern for simple movements and three for
complex actions) conformed the best conﬁguration achieving a 96% of success in an average situation, at the
expense of greater energy consumption caused by gyroscopes. However, the use of this extra sensor is only
justiﬁed in the case of speciﬁc situations such as short or
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sequence-sensitive movements, which could create confusion to the algorithm. Therefore, depending on the
ﬁnal application and the kind of movements to be characterised, a higher energy demand will be required not
to compromise reliability for industrial applications,
which is a key priority.
OperaBLE is ﬂexible enough to characterise accurately
any movement using low frequency, which enables its use
in lightweight devices contributing towards a better use of
the resources and an enhanced energy eﬃciency. The
acceleration-based system developed permits data request
operations by tapping on the surface of machines, avoiding
the use of screens, or complex interfaces. It enables operators
to send supervisors movement-based notiﬁcations immediately in case of emergency, which is essential to prevent accidents at work.
Regarding well-being in smart factory spaces, three
workers were selected for evaluating AHRA in diﬀerent
states. Measurements presented an average accuracy rate of
success 96.16% using OperaBLE with respect to measurements provided by a digital oscilloscope, which enabled
OperaBLE to identify harmful conditions for workers such
as stress or fatigue. Furthermore, thanks to the adaptable
behaviour of AHRA, the average current consumed during
heart rate measurements was minimal (3 mA approximately)
while the low-frequency operation of LoMoCA allowed
OperaBLE to reach a 10.27-hour lifespan in a worst-case scenario of constant movement characterisation and using a
105 mAh battery capacity.
Future works include a redesign of the prototype in order
to reduce its size and enhance comfortability for operators.
More algorithms are currently being developed to empower
modularity in OperaBLE and track the surrounding environments of operators ensuring safety at work. Since BLE technology enriches scalability and oﬀers possibilities for largerscale applications, a BLE mesh network is being deployed at
the moment for evaluating a complete BLE-based CPS. The
results achieved are promising, deserving further research
to evaluate robustness and increases productivity in real
Industry 4.0 environments.
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